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LANTHORN
g ™ d * » * * y s n te  co lleg e  ---------------------—   ' ' A  ..
~~ i   m enu* , michigtn MJVtmScniC.iS?S V  £ S t 'w ~
CAS STUDENTS ELECTED TO NL „ 
FORMED ALL COLLEGE SENATE
CT Room Nov. 18 -  The 
final slept have been taken for a 
frcat deal of student power at 
V ifcy. Sis CAS s&dents 
joined the two previously 
aiected TIC students as official 
▼otfaf men?bets on the forty 
member All College Senate.
483 ballots were cast in the 
polling which took place in the 
Commons during the day. CAS 
student representatives for the 
CAS Senate have also been 
elected.
Elected to the All College 
Senate at large from CAS were 
Mary Daniels with 179 voted, 
Vicki Morris with 178 voted, 
Ted Nies with 169 votes, Roger 
Van Dyk with 164 votes, Pat 
Schmidt with 184 votes and 
Chuck Wise with 215 votes. The 
vo*e collection for the remaining 
candidates were 143 votes for 
John Cook, 129 votes for Ottis 
Cornett, 71 votes for Fred
Fleishman, 116 votes for Robert 
Hurd, 145 votes for Kathy 
Kahier, 155 votes for Chaires 
Pratt, 133 votes for James 
Marshall, 87 votes for Joe
Smigiel, 153 votes for Rick 
Whitaker and 154 votes for
Patrick Voder.
Elected to  the CAS Senate at 
l*** were Rick Whitaker with 
291 votes, Laura Anderson with 
286 votes, Jeanne G ieessk «|<h 
262 votes and Larry Hamp with 
251 votes. Losing were Marian 
Coulstan with 243 votes and 
Therm an McEhvee with 183 
votes. New student members 
elected to the CAS Senate by 
Class were Mary Daniels of the 
Freshmen who defeated Gathier 
and Rock with 43 votes, Charles 
Milne of the Sophomores who 
won with 52 vote»opposed only 
by write in candidates, Joe 
Smigiel with 43 votes also ran 
unopposed and Paul Stoner of 
the Senior Class who won with 
three write in votes. Stoner was 
almost overcome by two write in 
candidates Rick Houghton and 
Karen Zimmerman who each 
had two write in votes.
Additional attention w a  
given to the renaming of the 
GVSC athletic teams, However, 
no solution was in sight for the 
tabulation o f the potential new 
names. At a glance, there was no 
«ngie leader in Vie verting which 
ranged from WASPS to O ttaw a 
to the Grenadiers.
With two more major hurdles 
to  jump -  the College 111 
Planning Task Force h a  sent an 
initial report to rren ien t 
Lubbers. The report is written in 
general terms and is meant to get 
College HI going by Fall of 1971 
at Grand Valley. The members 
of the Task Force include John 
Batcheldcr, Roelof Bijkerk, 
T h o m a s  C u n n in th im is  
chairman, Ronald Dweile, 
Marilyn Hammeste, Donald 
Klein, John McTavish, Paul 
Reinhart, Mary Seeger, Wilbur 
Walkoe, Donald Williams, 
Robert Woody and exofficio 
member Daniel Clock.
IOC fcilcwisg are the
recommendations of the Task 
Force:
Introduction: Grand Valley’s 
third college will be called 
William James College, in order 
t o  h o n o r  the  great
clearly its 
It wiH 
S e p te m b e r  1971 
160
student’s concentration.
During 1971-1972 grading 
will be by an Honors, Credit, No 
Credit system.
Organization: William James 
College, irJti-iiy, will be
organized into severs! programs
(rather than departments,
divisions, or schools). -The 
central program, Synoptic
P r o g r a m . A d d itio n a lly , 
Concentration Programs, each of 
which will lead to a distinctive 
degree, win be established. Three 
of these will be announced when 
the college is approved, and they 
wiU become fully operational in 
1972-1973. Other Concentration 
Programs will be considered and 
identified, by the Task Force 
between now and Fafi of 1971, 
and by the William Jam a 
College community thereafter.
During 1971-1972. W2iara 
Ja m a  College will be governed 
by the faculty functioning a  a 
committee of the whole, with 
appropriate student voice, under 
the supervision of its Dean. 
L a ta , William Ji
in ways it
appropriate.
wiS offer.
Concentration
Program, each student w il elect 
a field of concentration from 
the
the C< 
initially, William 
will offer 
Programs in
in Administration and 
it, and in 
S o c ia l  R ela tio n s . The 
Environment Studies Program 
will encompass such area  of 
study a  economics and political 
science as well a  the 
environmental sciences. The 
Program in Administration and 
Information Management will be 
directed toward such things a  
systems analysis, business 
m anagenient, and data 
processing. The Social Relations 
Program will include courses of 
study to prepare counmloii, < 
workers, parole offices*, among 
others.
In the future, William Jam a  
College will evolve a number of 
other Concentration Programs to 
provide the diversity required by 
ach a re a  of 
a Program for
are
Lecture course and a  least 
Thematic course; and at least
four sdditonal courses from 
programs other than that of the 
pluralistic attit*«d* te ff ir f  the 
physical end social sciences he 
pursued, and with an urbane 
humansm in his personal life. 
Accordingly, William James 
College will be future oriented, 
since its programs will correlate 
with society’s projected needs; it 
will be career oriented, since its 
concentration programs will lead 
to clearly defined professional 
opportunities, as well as to 
advanced studies, it will be 
person oriented, in that its 
programs will stress intellectual 
and personal maturation within 
a community of learners.
Student Body: Students who 
present solid evidence of 
potential success in the programs 
of William Jam a  College win be 
a d m i t t e d .  C o n ven tional 
evidence, such a  successful 
completion of a college 
preparatory program or high test 
scoto, will be acceptable, but 
Wiliam Jam a  College will 
consider, and use, other evidence 
of many different kinds.
the admissions policy 
will seem to  have tnnflarifiq to 
ill
T h e  Newspaper Board 
is  now taking 
applications for the 
position of editor of 
th e  Lanthorn.  
Interested individuals 
should send typed 
a p p l i c a t io n s  to 
Newspaper Board, 478 
Mackinaw, c/o John 
Tevehaugh no later 
than 3:00 p.m. on 
Monday. November 
30.
The application 
should induce: (1) 
Qualifications and 
Experience;  (2)
Editorial Policy; (3) 
News Perspective and
(4 ) Management 
Policy.
Candidates who 
s u b m i t  'w r i t te n  
applications will be 
interviewed by the 
board beginning at 
3:30 pjn. in the 
Seidman Conference 
Room on Wednesday. 
December 2nd. 
Appointments will be 
set Up by the board 
and applicants will be 
notified.
* *  Christmas Matinee
' AM r  ml* us mS - ## ——Ava t ir  AH IHW lji A Ml • 8M0
TJC TEACHING LOAD
P ro f
Jcffc
are in iw w ta to  urc 
in the Cod owing 
with TIC
Intcrview-TJC FACULTY
The recu rring negative and and Theaea, probably, the
independent work, other weeks I 
talk to  everybody.
L: It varies between eight and 
fifteen hours a week, then.
Ksthi: Yes, about that.
L: What else do you do in the 
way of real work around here?
Kathi: Well, I am the 
Quart <tan o f the Academic 
Affairs Committee, Admissions 
Committee, which is meeting 
every day now, member of the 
Faculty and Town Meetings.
(ED. Note: Kathi is the only 
half-time faculty with a full 
tutee list, more than some of the 
full-time faculty.)
by John McNaughton
short 
faculty.
L: Do you know wirai your 
teaching load is for fall term?
Bud Haggard (full-time 
faculty): About 51 students.
L: How many hours a week 
do you actually spend in a 
classroom with students?
Bud: I spend four hours a 
week with my Contemporary 
Currents class, four hours a week 
in the Biblical Literature class, I 
fourteen independent 
v m  -
for l eaching Hebrew 
that meets four times a week, 
u td  that's an independent study, 
and that's about it.
L: What kinds of activities 
and other things do you do 
around the school that would 
add to the real workload you 
perform? ;
Bud: I’m a Co-chairman of 
the Finance Committee, s 
men her of the All College . 
Senate, and work generating * 
ideas occasionally.
(ED. Note: Bud is also a 
member of the Faculty and 
Town Meetings, and a 
contributor to  the 
sense of community
in TIC.)
•  •  •  •
L: Do you know what your 
present touching load is?
Don Klein (full-time faculty):
the number of
L: Students.
Don: Only approximately.
L: TW t « a  do.
Don: Somewhere between 
forty and fifty, I would guess.
L: How many hours per week 
in d a —oom activities does that
L: What is the number of 
students in your teaching load 
this term?
Earl H eu er (fuU-time
as Committee assignments, etc.?
Whitney: Cm on the GCAP 
(Communication -  Creative Arts 
Program) T ad  Force, I
participate in Town
Meetings, the Forums, which is a 
solid Thursday afternoon, and 
then every Tuesday afternoon 
we have the Thomas Jefferson 
College Faculty Meeting, and 
that’s been pretty regular.
L: It's true also that you have 
a large num ber ol things going 
on in CAS, your job there is 
considered half-time in terms of 
pay isn’t it?
Whitney: Yes, that’s tree. Oh, 
there's also several independent
studies students that 1 have too. 
•  •  •  •
Teaching Fellow Mary
Sense bora submitted the
following information to this
I have frequent ftdd trips with 
the Synecacs Seminar, umally 
lasting from a few hours to a 
halfday.
• • * •
L: What is your teaching load 
this term?
Gil Davis (half time faculty): 
Well. I teach a section of the 
Problem Series, I have two 
examinations . . .  and, of course, 
the other half-time is at the 
Urban institute, i am on, 1 don’t  
know how many committees; 
I'm not on any committees in 
Thomas Jefferson -  Tm now on 
the Personnel Committee -  but 
I ’m not an any regular, standing 
committees, because those 
assignments were made before 9 
had voting status (in the Faculty 
Meeting). I’m os several 
committees College-wide: die
mas IVe ran before 
a lo t oa previous 
work, and the two exams, 
they’re not subscribing -  
don’t sign up for ray 
it may come to  pass that 
wo exams are on paper 
only. If I had any expectation 
that students would sign up for 
my exams I would not 
undertake to  try  to run an 
I figure 1 
ty hoars a week, 
and that’s a long work week, (In 
USL all-college committees, and 
TIC in the described amounts -  
Ed.) but a« ty  M m  still can’t 
d o  justice to  any more. I think 
the students, at l a d  the ones 
IVe talked to, and these are new 
are, I 
about their
If
them I’d be
L: The only other question
that IVe got is the specific 
iber o f students you’re
iu erratic 
r d  say four . . . a x  . . .  
. . . eight plus. Eight to 
is what it amounts to.
L: What other tiu n p  are you 
sag around the College in 
rms of real work?
Don: Well there’s the College 
T a d  Force, Curriculum
Faculty Meeting, 
Town Meeting, taking care of all 
the Forums tins year, wait a
te, 1st me think . . .  the last 
:>cu, taking care of the 
the Bull Frag P ood. . .
Don: th e re 's  probably more, 
but I c a s t  think of it at the 
m om ent Oh y e t  I’m planning 
NSPS for next quarter, and a 
o f the
but it*t not 
It
tin t
0 0 0 0  
L:
faculty): About S4.
L: About hew many hours 
per week does that involve in 
terms of academic cr.ueavor?
Eari: In tem t. of actually 
being in the classroom, about 
ten hours.
L: Add all the other things 
like special studies and so forth.
Eari: Yeh, well sure, but since 
th ese  are all different 
preparations fo r the independent 
studies and stuff iike that I’ve 
got to do a lot of reading to 
keep up.
L: What else do you do in 
Thomas Jefferson to justify. . .
Eari: My being around? O.K., 
I've got about seven noun a 
week of Admissions Committee, 
no, so tar about nine noun a  
week in Admissions Committee, 
which is incredible, insane; 
about an hour or so a week is  
R esearch  and  R eco rd s  
no, that's been 
three hours a week up 
Faculty and Town 
«a
reporter in response to  my 
questions: Tots! students for 
Fell Term is seventy; total hours 
per week of academic endesver 
is thirty; other activities are 
Faculty and Town Meetings, 
TIC faculty representative to  the 
Community Council and a 
member of the PETT (Program 
for Experimental Teacher 
Training) Task Force. (Ed. note: 
Mary is considered and paid as a 
half-time position, although her 
statistics on teaching load 
obviously indicate that she is 
approaching fuU-tirse workload.)
•  •  •  •
L: What is your teaching load 
in to m s of numbers of students 
for this term?
Cam Wilson (full-time 
faculty): My teaching load in 
tom s of numbers of individual 
far this term is thirty-two 
people, in terms of 5 credit unit 
equivalents, is 49 (due to  19 
people in a ten credit seminar -  
E d).
L: How many hours a week 
do you reend in contact with 
students
V ice-presidential search; the 
Committee on Continuing 
Education; the All College 
Senate (as nym ieattfive from 
USi); things like that. So there’s 
plenty of committee work. My 
comments on the question of 
the faculty workload are that 
the faculty of Thomas Jefferson
h«« unrMliatygjjy ty ia i  qq fiyvf.
work than it can do well. And 
the consequence is at least from 
the student that IVe talked to, 
that it is not doing it well. The 
students are disturbed and fell 
shori-changed. The faculty is not 
providing the kind of intellectual 
and academic leadership that the 
students bargained for and that 
they paid for. And, mainly, 1 
wouldn’t attribute that to  a lack 
o f competence on the part of 
the faculty, at what their doing, 
really, you’d find that it would
1 would say
twenty. IVe got about seventeen 
in the problem series, three in 
one exam, and one in the other, 
that's about twenty. And I'm 
directing two Senior Theses, one 
special study, and one ten-hour 
independent project with an 
intern down at the Institute. So, 
in all, that’s about twenty-five 
bodies. So that’s my workload.
L: Thank you very much.
•  •  •  *
L: How many students are 
you teaching this term?
Lee Kaufman (full-time 
faculty): 54
L: How many hours a week 
does that mean in terms of 
daises, etc.?
Lee: How many what?
L: Hours, in terms of 
i r ydamjc endesvcts, meeting! 
with special studies students, 
classes, all that.
Lee: About eleven or twelve, 
1 think.
L: What else do you do 
around here in terms of 
Committee assignment*, tiu t 
sort of thing?
Lee: I'm on the Curriculum 
C om m ittee , the Teacher 
Institute Advisory Council, 
Chairman of the Records and 
Research Committee, which 
involves being Registrar for TIC,
I can't think of any other 
najticuisr committees, but it 
runs about fifty hours a week. 
And, of course, the Faculty
Meeting, the Town Meeting 
0 0 0 0
In reafonae to  tire questions 
tire following faculty made this
be humanly anpomible to
aocompthh it and accompHBi it
well. And so that’s say guess, if 00
we were really ever  going to  talk
about what's wrong with C ft
Jefferson that wotild be the first > a
sSDS WASHINGTON D.C D r a f t  In f o r m a t io n  C e n t e r
Suits brought by
“A lot of kids led  
business is evil, and sometimes f 
agree with them,”  Profesaor lack 
Piyne told the Lasthsrs. “But” 
he says, “ the important thing is 
to  ask how we can make 
business more responsive to  the 
people. Payne thinks that be has 
at least part of the ant -ver in 
GVSCs Business internship 
program of which he is the 
director.
“What we have to do”, Payne 
says, “ is to take concerned 
people, people with good liberal 
arts educations, and mme them 
the skills that will enable them 
to  rise to the top of the faststnee 
world.” This, he says is the aim 
o f the School and Busmeas at 
Grand Valley and particularly of 
the Business Intership Program.
Business intership here 
involves two phases. In the first 
phase, the student receives a 
normal liberal arts background 
is  the CAS. is  addition to  th e , 
the College helps the studeat to 
obtain a part time job in one of 
the program takes seven terms to
the student takes ten 
o f credit on campus, and 
twenty hours a week in a 
“meaningful position” in a local 
Usually this will be the 
company that employed 
the student during the fust 
phase and the students are *»**4 
at rates of up to  S4.50 per hour. 
Students receive three hours of 
Academic credit for each term 
they work under the program.
Payne says that he would like 
to  see m ore students entering 
the im e c M  of the School of 
He says that many 
want to  avoid busmen 
but that seventy peroes* of all 
college graduates will end up
there &£Ca«nc- 50 Own fs?4d CSS
absorb them all.
* “If  the board of directors a! 
Motors was made up of 
ot colleges like Grand 
Valley,” Payne concludes, the 
Auto industry would non be 
Arming its feet an iantec like 
Auto safety and ai
sails to them, and beyond
Now  there s  a way for you to 
know the world around you 
f irst-hand. A  way to see the 
things you ve read 
about, and study 
as you go . The 
way is a college 
that uses the 
Parthenon as a 
classroom  for
a lecture on Greece, and illustrates 
Hong Kong s floating societies 
with a ride on a harbor sampan.
Chapman Col lege's W orld 
Cam pus A i lost enrol Is two groups 
of 500 students every year and 
opens up the world for them Your 
campus isthes.s. Ryndam. 
equipped with modern educations! 
facilities and a fine faculty. You 
have a complete study curriculum  
as you g o . And earn a fully- 
accredited semester Motile at sea.
Chapman College is now  
accepting enrollments for Spring
and Fall 71 semesters Spring 
semesters circle the wor id from  
Los Angeles, stopping in Asia and 
Africa and ending in New York 
Fa!! semesters depart New York 
for port stops in Europe. Africa 
and Latin America. ending in 
LosAngeles.
The world is there The way to 
show it to inquiring m inds is there. 
And financial aid programs are 
there, too Send for our catalog 
with the coupon below, 
s s  Ryndam is of Netherlands 
registry.
u t t m a a
$2.ce on 
or ALL
t v l t f c  e i )
IA 20  >1 a i r f i e l d
M h t$ m  W 'x
Hear »e, Elimantory Drug Abus*
and Sir Trigetape c m
he, 1 t a r  m v  §t* her ICe
and
listen to  My story. Let me take 
you back many years in tune to 
the land of Babylon where there 
was a (great king, king Lear was 
im name. Now King Lear was a 
famous and powerful king whose 
power spread far and wide 
throughout hts realm of 
Caliy-lorny. He had the power 
to  capture the wind and sad 
through the mvmble dement as 
tho he were fowl. But there 
came a tune in the court of King 
Lear in the land of Babylon, that 
the good king wished to spread 
the wealth and richness of his 
superlative Royal Musicians over 
his realm.
“What pleasures I shall give to 
my loyal subjects through the 
mu sac of the gods for only a 
pittance of their yearly crop." 
he said.
But the king did not wish hts 
musicians to  leave his court 
merely to  play for the public 
that sid led  most to hear them. 
So he cafied upon his most
for
knight* operated in
of
name and guile 
to 'Royal Mi
upon by a
Royal Knight -  Sir Al Bumm of 
the court of King Columbia of 
the Realm of York, 
the music of his competent and 
most creative court munc 
threwout all of Babylon yean 
before. These had been much 
retotcing at the coming of Sir 
Bumm for his king's sorcerers 
confuted a magic dmc IM.D.I 
that also brought music of the 
gods to the common people. 
Verdy did they surrender a small 
pan or their wages in exchange 
for one of these discs. Soon the 
land was overran with these 
discs and a strange cult grew of 
those not-so-common people 
who chimed the most magical 
discs. Even before the advent of 
Sir Trigetape there were 
possessors of magic discs of 
godly and heavenly musk who 
called themselves members of 
“The Secret Underground 
Society for the Possessors of the 
Magk Discs of the Muskun* of 
the Court Who Sometimes Do 
Rock and Verily Do RoO" 
(S.U.S.P.M.D.M.C.W.S.D.R.V. 
D.R. for short. I
This society grew and grew 
and covered the land. Soon Sir 
Trigetape came on the scene 
proclaiming:
“ It is iuy Uiugk buftcs that 
provide the best of those of the 
courts that do rock and veriv do 
roll."
“Nay!" cried the wise old 
man who had first seen the 
advent of Air Al Bumm.
“Nay!" cried the Keeper of
musk of the court Musicians to 
the loyal subjects. Great indeed 
was the power of Gizmo for 
within the twinkling of a» 
eggman's eye did the sorcerer 
conjure up two magic boxes 
(M.B.) that when one was placed 
wuhui the other the musk of 
the good King Lear's musicians 
spewed forth.
“Tis magk sure" cried the 
King as fee summoned hts most 
trusted Knight “Sir Karr 
Trigetape. it is your mission to 
let the good people of 
Ca!!|->uiiiy enjoy ihc mUSC of 
the gods. With these magk boxes 
you are to  ensure that my 
people have as much musk k  
their iinie hearts desire. Be sure, 
howe'en. that they return to you 
an according amount of their 
gold." announced the lung.
And so the good Sir Trigetape 
set about hts long journey and 
was met Car and wide by 
cheering and joyous folk.
“Sir Trigetape has brought us 
n t a c  so delightful'*' they cried.
“Fi
cried S r  Al Bumm who had
h e a r d  o f  t h e  now  
lem-than-honcst doings o f  the 
knight.
“Let us stop talking falsely 
now, the hour is getting late. I 
have come to do battle with ye. 
S i  TngeUpeworrni “ screamed 
Che older but wiser Al Bunun 
who is younger than that now.
“The tune has come today. I 
accept your challenge. Sir 
Bumm." said Sir T.
Now by this time Sir T. had 
met and fallen in love with the 
fair damsc:. Lady Cassette *" •» 
waz a lovely match for in the 
beginning they had many of the 
same “convenient" qualities. 
They WCfC bufh mMt»» ->f ;
court's Musicians giving many 
hours of “long playing 
entertainment'' to  the people. 
Under these premise did the 
people proclaim it a sacred 
marriage-to-be. How qukldy 
they should forget their long 
ts ze  hero. A! Bumm, unm the 
Royal DucL (reprise)
^f dmB out-last you
“ But the convenience of the 
boxes makes it aB worth 
the whde. We can carry the 
boxes even m our carnages and
oxcarts!" escU sssd the puMk 
who were all along the 
Watch tower witnessing and 
provoking the grate dud. Some 
were even betting on the event.
“Magk boxes ate best. Sir T. 
will was for sure.” assuaged the 
smooth Promoter of Rock lag 
Knights (P.R.I.K.).
But the wise old man said. 
“The victory should be with Sir 
Bumm but hear me well. The 
greater victory will be the 
people's! “
“You are the fool on the hdl 
for chdlengmg me to a duel. Sir 
Bumm."
“Sir Tape, art thou feelui' 
alright? Thou has but one good 
point, your convenience, among 
many bad. Year price is fifty to 
100% above the price of an 
equivalent piece from me. Thy 
musacal order at the expense of 
aesthrtk  value is changed with 
oft' times a deletion of a song or 
>>>v. Suiafc lonuuy can
testify to  that. Thy pieces of 
musk on your "magk boxes," 
Sir Tee, are many times 
interrupted unnecessarily by 
annoying d k k s . Materially thou 
hast less than my discs not only 
in sheer weight but my discs are 
always accompanied by bright 
and invaluable reading 
material which in themselves are 
treats that you lack. Thy boxes 
an-J those of thy betrothed 
many times become shall we say, 
'unwound*? Alas the grsrt c« part 
o f the public annot find as latge 
a variety of musk in thy mode
ALLENDALE -  * • »« *  *  «° 
indication of dnig abuse. Mndjno 
cause for alarm at this time. Dr. 
Arthur DeLong stated recently 
in reference to the finding* of a. 
preliminary study he end hh 
wife. Dr. Greta DeLong. 
undertook la* spring regarding 
the extent certain drags are 
prescribed for elementary school 
children in the local area.
Working closely with school 
personnel in five west Mkhigan 
school districts the DeLongs' 
study involved approximately 
5,000 ch id  ten. “Our findings 
closely match the 5-10% use of 
'behavior modification' drags 
used for children reported by 
D o n  W a r n e r .  a s s t ,  
superintendent of Omaha, 
Nebraska schools at federal 
•nvMiiment hearings held last 
June in Washington, D.C.," Dr. 
DeLong stated.
He continued. "O ther studies 
have shown that the short-range 
effects of such stimulants.
often have good 
What we are 
m n  the long-ranee 
of them drags, for
____ w , h  there any correlation
between their urn at a young age 
and peihapa later extensive drug 
We renly don't kno* 
(though there is evidence 
to  Indicate this could be a 
problem. We're 
a long range study and 
search will give u< 
i for the future."
Dr. Arthur DeLong received 
the PhD . in education 
psychology from the Un of 
Michigan, and is professor of 
psychology at Grand Valiev IV 
Greta DeLong holds both the 
PhD . in psychology and the 
PhD  in education from Ohio 
State Un. She is associate 
ptofessor of education with the 
GVSC Educational Studies 
Institue. The DeLongs have been 
active in their careers in both 
educational and psychological 
research.
Ritalin, Dcxedrine, Meiarg or
J o y s p r in g I f
ALLENDALE -  Al
featuring the rock 
music of Ludington's
“ lmrunnneM mc£k U  knM#©yspfnsg ww dc mew
Friday. November 20,8 pan.
AS doBSwOBS St the dour w5  
§®
CLASSIFIED 
Used furs all kinds and 
>i£es for guys and girls. 
From $5 -  $50. Robert 
Sfire. 448 Norwood S.E., 
Evenings call 545-4955.
Grand Valley Apartment. 
1 Bedroom, Furnished, 
cheaper than Dorm living. 
Call 895-6331 -  Tom 
Skinner. Farm Bureau. 
4000 North Grand River. 
Lansing 48904.
KINETIC ART FILMS
TAKE-ONE STUDENT FILMS
Program three, 132 LHH
November 20 and 21,
7:00 p.m. and 900 pan.
$1.00 admissions
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catalyst fm6s solution
The Story Behind Walden Village
It looks like the teem for 
relevant instruction heeded by 
Walter Kehres ties scored •  goal 
in the p m e  of education. But it 
wasn't until he had to  find out 
through experience thet starting 
Walden Village was necessary. 
When the 60*s were young he 
was trying to change the 
educational procesa but found in 
his position he was futfle in (us 
attempts. He decided in the 
middle o f the decade that he 
would probably be more 
effective if he got a degree in 
school administration. So he did. 
Some offers for him to  be 
principal were made but he 
declined feeling that the position 
wasn't right for him and that his 
energies would be wasted in 
th in ^  he really didn't care 
about.
lust about this time Godwin 
was lookiig for someone to take 
the job o f “ educational 
catalyst." This person was to be 
given free reign to  work with 
teachers in formulting new 
programs they felt the students 
needed and wanted. Sounds 
good? Kehres thought so too so 
he took the job.
On looking back he stui can't 
understand why the position was 
offered. None of the programs 
were implemented even though 
he and the teachers fully backed 
and showed their enthusiasm for 
them. Concerning one program a 
principal talking with Kehres 
said he couldn't find anything 
wrong with it ana that the 
school would be nothing but 
better off for having it. 
However, he also said that the 
program wouls never be used 
bar am* the . structure of the 
system wouldn't let it.
And so it is with so many 
institutions. There isn’t any man 
or group of men who stifle 
innovation. It's the ethereal 
structure of the institution itself 
which tsu fft *»*wel ideas 
with an invisible foot. “ The way 
the school system is structured
( i t | does not allow the kind ot 
changes in education that are 
wnOy needed rigit now. • It 
allows innovation but it doesn't 
■How basic change."
Then last year, dejected and 
frustrated, he followed his 
daughters suggestion the! he 
have two of her teachers from 
Creston over for dinner who 
were also interested in the 
prospects of experiemental 
education. After discussing with 
him the possibilities of starting s 
new school altogether, Kay 
Dodge and Sharon Langford 
volunteered their help if he got 
it going.
At the same time, the 
C h ild re n 's  S ch o o l, an 
experiemental school for kids 
4-12. was in its fetal stage at 
Fountain Street Church. There 
was also a speaker who had a 
large audience who talked about 
a “ school without walls" 
program. The combination of 
events was enough to give 
Kehres the feeling that there was 
enough interest to gel a new 
high school started. He called a 
meeting composed mostly of 
teachers which ended in a 
proposal drawn up by Kehres 
and Dan Innman, newly 
graduated from GVSC.
They began Walden with a 
general philosophy not of 
teaching but more a way people 
should live together "in the 
spirit of trust, cooperation and 
responsibility."
When they had drawn up a 
more concrete program they 
went to the State Department of 
Education. To their surprise the 
men they talked to  were quite 
amenable to their idea and said 
they would help in any way they 
could.
Recalling Kehres’ earlier 
experiences with education its’ 
not altogether surprising that 
Walden is totally devoid of any 
structure. There are no classes in 
tnc usual scene, not even 
classrooms. No offices, and in
reality, no officers. AD have 
equal share in the operation of 
the school.
He had found that "the 
people mostly involved with the 
teaching process did nave no 
share in making daemons." Not 
true at Walden. The 
meetings are not mandidotiy 
held once a week. If someone on 
the staff wants to dfccua 
something he calls for the 
meeting himself. This way 
meetings originate with some 
specific need and intent rather 
than from a schedule. At the 
meeting if they decide that there 
is something which necessitates 
action, usually the person with 
the problem works on it. Rarely 
are these things assigned.
Among the distktive qualities 
of Walden is the high level of 
interest among both teachers 
and students. One of the reasons 
is that there isn't any structure 
or system within the school to 
stifle the spontaneity so 
necessary in learning.
At registration the students 
were asked to put down what 
they were interested in and 
wanted to learn. The list was 
matched up with what the 
teachers had decided they 
wanted to teach and the courses 
offered were decided from the 
two. Right now there are thirty 
students. Kehres' hopes next 
year to nave sixty.
The Village uses space offered 
by Fountain Street and The 
First Methodist Churches. And 
right now Kehres* house is being 
worked 6n by the kids to be 
used for the school. So Walden 
lacks even the most basic 
structure of - Having Ms 
building.
Kehres talked about 
being the Age of Aquarius, 
age of the brotherhood of i 
If the stars are correct, Wi 
Kehres is the right man in 
right place at the right time.
by Barrett Goodq
Chicken Coop
$L00 o f f  on 21 pc 
.75 off on 15
.60 off on 12 f t
.50 off on 9 f t
.25 off om dimmers
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INTER-GALAXY MUSIC
INTER-GALAXY MUSIC Part 3 
The New J sa t
by Keith Anderson
The New lass is
TIP  N F f j !77
lifetime hat recently declared 
itself a sort of “cooperative” , 
giving the impression that the 
musicians are living, at well as 
together.
Sebastian. Don Ellis 
Blast Calvin
of Mies Davie; from the
of
Anger to the
of Tony
fiesta Is the fasten of a
Jk _  m m  a  a  »  n i l  ^ L s i e t k ^ ks«caayni| rocs rnyifiTO 
the sheer excelence and 
of Jan huprevisatten. 
TV New Ian k space moke; 
taking yoo oat of this world, It
O O rT T I lire rCCCptiVt ItltCfWt to
sew gslsxfca of muric.
The best place to start in a 
survey of this music is with Miles 
Davis, for he is surely a musical 
genuis in the highest, uncliched 
use of the term. A creative force 
in jazz since the 'fourties, he has 
yet to find the limits of his 
creativity. While other artists 
may rest on their laurels after a 
icr.g period of public 
acceptance, Davis has never 
stood still and, in addition to 
many other lofty musical 
achievements, he was the tin t 
jazz musician to acknowledge 
the importance of rock musk. 
Davis’ assimilation of rock was 
through a process of creative 
osmosis; being open to pure 
sounds and, through this 
free-form association, picking 
out the sounds that seem to fit. 
So Miles Davis did not pick up 
on rock in the ordinary tenae, 
rather, in  the h lfh o it form  o f
creativity, he caught certain 
energy and sound patterns, some 
of which had previosly been 
linked to rock music. Trace this 
musical intunement to the 
possibilities of sound from 
“Sorcerer'' to the newly released 
“ Live At The Fillmore”. Miles 
defies labels and even the words 
that describe his music. Open 
your senses to him and he will 
take you places you've never 
dreamd of.
Vital to the musk of Miles 
Davis is the rhythm section. 
Using the conceptc of insistani, 
repeating, and hard-driving 
rhythms to serve as a 
counterpoint to his scatter-gun 
trumpet has led Miles to use two 
and. sometimes, even three 
drummers and bass players in 
“Bitches Brew”. The results 
make moat rock rhythm sections 
sound very isiiapy arid empty in 
comparison. Miles once said that 
he could form the best rock 
hand in the world if he wanted 
to. Maybe he could, because he 
has shaped and molded the best 
drummer in musk right now, 
Tony Williams.
Starting out with miles when 
he was eighteen, Tony has 
matured into the kind of 
drummer that plays more solos
s t a c c a t o ,  u n p red ic tab le  
of Williams, the 
of
M c L a u g h l i n ,  and the  
extraterrestrial organ of Larry 
Young. Young gats a round out 
o f Mb organ straight from “The 
H taurom of t in  Opera” . Add 
Brace on bom and
have coma along a 
■go w  that they 
have done the sound track for 
“ 2©S! -  A Space Odyssey” .
I am net very familiar with 
Pharoah Sanders but from a few 
hearings of “Karma” I have the 
impression of Eastern influenced 
jazz with a touch of soul to fill 
out the musk. The steady 
rhythm section and the lyricism 
of Sanders on sax make a perfect 
hate for singer Leon Thomas to 
improvise his soul-jazz utterings 
and yodais. That’s right, yodsh. 
Thomas makes them work 
because he has absorbed the art 
of yodaling and has incorporated 
it into his own style.
Brian Auger is my main man 
or. engsn since Jimmy Smith has 
gone the way of the big band 
sound. His musk is best when he 
has a great singer to compliment 
his fiery and always right on 
target playing (like Julie 
Driscoll). He is a superb
interpreter of rock and jazz 
material and if one word could 
sum up Auger it would be 
" ta s te fu l* ' .  His dsarical 
influences are evident and his 
latest album, “Vefour” , makes 
good use of semt-clsssicsl 
material. I could listen to the 
man play organ all night; every 
riff is to clean and so definite in 
its statement.
The use of amplification is 
notable in the music of today 
and nowhere is this presence as 
readily seen as in the area of jazz 
where, for yean, artificial 
amplification was frowned upon 
by jazz purists. Miles Davis 
makes use of amplification, and 
elec irenscdly induced echo is 
experimented with by Miles in 
“Bitchea Brew”. The use of 
electronk equipment is a natural 
extension of cny muskian who 
is committed to continuing 
i m p r o v i s a t i o n  a n d  
experimentation. Electric piano, 
organ and the use of feedback in 
guitar are other features of the 
electronic age of jazz.
I'm far from bring an expert 
on this musk. There’s much I 
couldn’t include because of my 
lack of sophistication so don’t 
just take my word for it. Get out 
and listen to this musk with 
yocr ears open and, who knows, 
maybe some of this musk will 
find a piace in your record 
collection in between Grand 
Funk Railroad and The J 
Gang.
The Syndrome
fcy!
Rock is Humpty Dumpty. 
Rock “had a great fall”  sr. Use 
early sixties but as well all know 
“all the King's horses and all the 
'Englishmen' ” put rock baric 
together again. Christ, did they 
path  back together again!!! 
Rock never had it so good; 
maybe too good. I refused to 
believe it but after Saturday's 
(Nov. v) performance I think the 
reports I've been hearing about 
another “great fall” by Mr. 
Humpty Rock might be 
happening. The business might 
be too big for its own «»o!!*r
The Siegal-Schwall
Jaw usiana u ---aaaiu^ii iv mg
The Windy City was living up 
to its namesake as we slif up to 
The Syndrome alias the Chicago 
Cdjiseum at 15th and Wabash, 
inside we were greeted by a large 
cold building and 5,000 midwest 
m use freaks in a Grand iiiini 
High Reunion who had just paid 
2Vi quid to see one of the "three 
of four best rock and roll bands 
in the world” -  Traffic. There 
were three other acts on the bill 
but one, Mott the Hoople; also 
from the Motherland, didn’t 
show.
Conqueror Worm, a local 
Chicago group, opened She skew 
with a surprising ballad and am
then 
in a
drummers can muster 
ten minute Ginger Baker 
soliloquy. The Tony 
Lifetime includes Jack 
of
where we rot the 
good.
Blues 
tight
bunch of Chicagoans that has 
been around for about 8 or 10 
years with breakups, member 
and line-up changes (they now 
h a v e  b a s s ,  d r u m s ,  
acoustk/electric guitar, and an 
organist/harpist) and total 
under-rating. They’re one of the 
hottest bands I've seen and were 
surely steaming that night. The 
energy level was incredible! The 
people were dynamite dancing 
and stomping and clapping. 
Corky Siega! really wailed and 
screamed through his harmonica 
speaking spasmodk smacked-out 
body English until it looked as 
though his head would fly off!!! 
They encored with a masterpiece 
solo by the guitarist Schwall. So 
far not a had nnic had been 
played. Everyone was reelin’. We 
were ready for our boys!!!
After some delay, while we 
all watched a cartoonist free 
lance his drug experiences on an 
overhead projector, Jim Capaldi 
knocked around behind his 
thrums, then Win wood fiddled 
with hk organ and Rick Gretsch 
and Chris Wood tuned up. After 
announcer mid '“Ladies and 
Gentleman -  Traffic" there was 
ten m e fust 
strains of Peeriy Qmeett exudsd. 
This 'group is famous for its
•s»y
and'they ease looted the port! 
They were pMying it to 
Wood was the 
h i
by John Borne*
Probably one of the finest 
and most exuiberant concerts 
ever in the Grand Rapids area 
took piece at Calvin College’s 
Fteldhouse Friday, November 6. 
Appearing with the very famous 
John Sebastian was the Don EINs 
band, a twenty four piece jazz 
group that really surprised 
everyone. As the Ellis group was 
setting up , most of the crowd 
waited curiously for what was to 
foiiow. i had never nearo of Don 
Ellis before the concert, and I 
didn’t  have any idea of what to 
expect. Progressive jazz, huh? 
Just what does that mean? 
Twenty-four people. Quite a few 
to  be completeiy mobile and 
playing one night stands. What 
do all those people do? Must be 
an orchestra in disguise.
After a brief delay in 
arranging and adjusting all the 
equipment and tuning all those 
instruments, the band broke into 
a number called "The Final 
Analysis” , with Ellis at lead 
trumpet. What a shock! The 
sound is like thunder, an entire 
range of instruments, presenting 
a very rich and full sound. 
Nearly every section of the 
group soloed in this, the opening 
song, including: two drummers 
and bongo player, saxaphone, 
brass and woodwind seedtions, 
also a piano and bass guitarist 
while Ellis plays trumpet and 
occasionally the drums.
Next, the lead alto sax player, 
Bert Seidon, along with the 
band, a song which he wrote, 
composed and arranged entitled 
“A Taste of Dreams". Mr. 
Seidon is quite accomplished at 
the saxaphone, and also a fine 
writer.
Ellis explained the next 
number as being a Bulgarian folk 
song that was written in 33/16, 
a l te rna t ing  with 36/16; 
obviously not very simple and 
nearly impossible to play. It was 
cornet! “The Bulgarian Bulge” , it
was unbelievealby fast and was 
perform ed to perfection, 
featuring nearly every horn and 
wind on successive solos.
"Idea” w n  the title of the 
following aOiig wh*ck fcttUIld 
Edit on the ring modulator, 
which la a strange contraption 
which alters the original tone, 
producing •  reverb and echo 
chamber sound. It h  very eerie, 
sounding like an old horror 
movie in places and in others a 
hose of medieval horns. A new 
dimension in sound, the electric 
horn.
Lonnie Shetter, the lead 
baritone sax player, followed 
s o l o i n g  w i t h  b a n d  
accompaniment on a tune 
entitled “Excursion No. 2” . Mr. 
Shetter knows nearly everything 
there is to  know about the 
baritone saxaphone, and it 
became more obvious as the 
tune progressed.
“Pussy Willow Stomp” was 
the final song, which featured 
Ellis at the drama and trumpet 
Vigorous handclapping and a 
standing ovation lasting about 
fifteen minutes resulted, and 
Ellis expressed his thanks and 
commended the audience and 
Grand Rapids.
The most remarkable thing 
that stuck in my mind was the 
tightness and togetherness the 
group possesses while playing a 
slow song, up to incredibly fast 
songs such as the “Bulgarian 
Bulge” . 1 am not an avid fan of 
jazz, as I’m sure of the people 
aren't who weren’t acquainted 
with  Elian. Seeirfg the 
performance changed things 
around for me somewhat. 1 can 
say for sure that Ellis has some 
of the finest musicians around, 
and we’ll definitely here more 
from him in the near future.
Anyone who has seen John 
Sebastian has undergone a 
unique experience, and for those
r»!*!!ss«d on page 8
A BUYER’S GUIDE TO ALBUMS RELEASED IN 1970.
by Keith Anderson aad Richard Heldmann
This list is intended for those who like music and can’t buy many 
albums (and don’t dig wasting their money on garbage). You walk 
into a record store and completely freak out because there are so 
many records to choose from. And, let’s fact it, many of the records 
are mediocre and many others are merely competent. Rock Muzac 
fills the air. The really good albums are few and far between.
We’ve dredged our memories of the releases of 1970 and have 
come up with the following “buyer’s guide” . If you don’t dig these 
albums, we recommend that you go out and buy “ Bleed, Sweat and
Brian s, Sefour 
S i m  Fright
Untiled
Filles De KiUmen/ero 
Bitches Brew 
Live e t The Fillmore
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Polemics 101 C O N SC IO U S CONSERVATIVES
i-r&Sis** Martin M i  feat I have 
end contemptuous of certain members of fee 
QV9Coormminity. The ordy n p «  1 how is feat I wet no* 
moio contemptuous. A Lackey k • Lackey k  a Lackey. 
Tkoea wno do not wish to be eaHad iackiei should remove 
Jjonwilwei from positions in which they am being paid
mur^ tr- *  * j "Y  Rff $26.®i0 a year in a countryinwhioh 
peopla am aMrving it theft and murder. The ability to pay 
these men m ik eMiHet it not only based on the 
exploitation of «tt worker in the M e ry  who pays 25% 
federal income tax oot of hk k itty Itette salary when 
RockiMfer pay* *%, j» is s£so baaed on die economic 
exploitation off miff ions of men. women end children in 
dwThird World. Theta administrator, that Prof. Martin 
wishes ma to respect am intsHigsnt man. They have baan 
exposed to dm fads and yet they ham M w c M y decided 
to become the lieutenants of that consortium of 
oorporetions which rules America with dm heip of big time 
j*pWat Hke Mixon and Agnew. Those who wish to ha 
treated with respect died reoaies it in proportion to their 
opposition to the death culture commonly known as
a -------------------------»^ -«> -wfienixFLixen ( a p iw w n .
Hke to comment on the arrnk of a rssolutkm at GVSC. 
Wait! No need to pet your pun, it's not die socialist 
revolution or even a Nixonian fleets* revolution, rather, it 
is the "Jesus Revolution." Having never been involved in a 
Jesus Revolution before I decided to drop by Seidtnen 
House and watch this revolution at work, to try end 
examine it objectively las my old pal, Don Williams in the 
sociology dept, would seyj Unfortunately. I am « human 
being, no* a toc& ceramist and was unabie to keep myself 
from having a few biased thoughts. I feigned briefly to a 
tew wards frwm the dpi off Mr. M m  Quest. He dfeke of 
the mysteries Of die end how e earns 
psychologist concluded life was an engirt 
was waiting in the wings and as soon as
l iW a M O  a m  a & a m  m  p l a i n  ■ v i i i i f t t t i n l r i  f  « r > t  a A aCtiin, of «k soon ss inti ptyvnoiogsi yen sso  s o  
beg" eN become well; life was no* an 
’. I remembered hearing ow ei speak of
m wr. Gwiit if he could
by fm l D .t tM e w M A  D em kP , M nko
On Demon Ram
As t l .  C. F M t  would my, ’*IVe come fn apeak to yoo Wool 
Demon Iwe, Witches Brew. Ah, yes!"
It h a  come to  o ar oftewttow that some people are coiwiwg M r  
i. It’s me P a t  ttofr pufttag ir. irawy hmirs studying, or ramiiti
CyCS urci rcAi oot a -%  •_____.I t s  ---
It has come so oar atlewthm that many Freshmen, who, wanting 
lo  gel kpfi, yet for lack of momentary funds, or bffewnattaa, have 
to such delicacies as AHh , Ripple, and Boones Farm. This 
nor exclude the upprrrl—men who make d ie t  own (are you 
h e ? ) , o r ttiR haven't found the path to rh hlaet s, and
We wish to propose a toad  to the eafehtontd few who hare i 
the feh t, who hawe become canaahw an ' of the d a i p t y
end Sisters, I want to testify. I was once a poor 
d . I was lead dowa the path of rot-gat and vomit. I was 
tempted with a high for *s d e a  v ice, and I was thrown down kilo 
the abyss of daricness and I  health. I became conwptod, I became 
cheap, and then I became lost to the light.
Then one day I saw the Hght. I was lead onto the path of holiness 
and rp h twei  I had mot Brother Wisniewski. He showed me the 
truth. He showed me the light! From that day on I've been saved!
We would now lice to make a few tameathms to our fellow 
U t ihren who have not yet seen the hght. These are several ways in 
which you can't go wrong- I t has been said that “there is no such 
thing as a b*d Scotch (if  you Hke Scotch)." Also, moat of the best 
Rums me rrikfeety inex pensive . There a t  also many good brands of 
whiskey.
A good rale of thumb is stay away from anything under a buck 
(except for Cieagon's, which charges a SI.IS for Boones Farm). 
Wine is not for getting drunk, it is to complement food, and is a pte 
or 1
From the 
Desk of
L. Seidman
SIEDMAN
POLITICS
Bum MaMMMom Djr Lu nuuyicip
A GVSC research project and 
a Board of Control member were 
used as political issues in an 
elcctto*- campaign thirty miles 
ess* *L campus.
^  \  Smith, running for 
A a  > Supervisor, based
l  i? \ ^ n  inequalities in
I ^  ' which was the
r
rban Studies
^  "O V. ’‘Pkftcd last
a M , professors 
V  0» >  Marvin
>  <5*
TRISHAS BEEN PRESENTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE 
Y o .k o .to , '
?S. -  Upsi
« a t  beer lever to  another . .  . bottoms up . . .  test the taps, don't 
play 'em . . . here's to you and here's to  me, and in case we don't 
he heB with you. and here's to
\ v  .
; %li 'S
1 the 
ith his 
1 that 
t  the 
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raise 
1’ <&
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William
I cautioned hint dux I was not a Christian and feat I 
was off fee traditional Marxian view feat religion h still the 
opium of aha people. Wrfe feh in mind, we pro Beaded.
At fee end off our conversation my former opinion was 
in no way altered. 1 must confess, however, Mr. Guest as 
an individual did hnprvw ma. Unfortunately, hit narvtte' 
concerning ivm  funciioffing ot t o  Mmwicni iya?ws« umwu 
«vnpf9SMa mo* wr» isuss*  mhc* v ie  j h u i  n w o m w o it ww# 
as ralavant for the exploited worker at for fee businees 
T a
family used its economic power in any Christian way to 
help bring about a more tolerable and just situation for the 
workers at fee factory ievei? Mr. Guest admitted feat these 
wealthy people had no* to acted.
Mr. Guest, I agree entirely that we must start acting in • 
loving way towards our fehow man;«agree it is destructive 
of human potential to un hard drugs and wallow in
that such 
that homco 
the burden i 
speculators" like 
C o n t ro l  prcsi 
Seidman.
According to Smith, Seidman 
owns vacant property in Ada 
that is so undervalued as to  save 
him over thirteen hundred 
dollars in taxes every year.
Smith lost the election by a 
two-to-onc margin
Dill TO OWXfUCuOfi OT MpiTolISm WIO IIS
Free
48 ox. Coke
Satellite 
purgerteria
€Continued from j>Hf 4
who hire not, I urge you to do 
so if you hare The slightest 
opportunity. Bounding on Mage, 
smiling and happy came 
Sebastian, a standing ovation 
was aroused before a note was 
struck. He yelled out HELLOI 
to the audience, which was 
returned with an eqcz? amount 
of enthusiasm, taking just 
enough time to catch his breath, 
"Mobile Line*' was performed 
which received resounding 
applause from everyone. "lust 
Sitting Sack Sit tin Here Levin 
Toy voitowM witn no 
diminishing in the amount of 
written em.
After a brief chat with the 
crowd and phaging in the 
electric gaiter Mr. Sebastian 
proceeded with "You're A Kg 
Boy Now", which was followed 
by "She's A Lady", a beautiful 
old tune that, in my opinion, ia 
the finest song he has ever 
written. Still with electric guitar, 
"Magical Connection" was next.
The next song was a bit 
unusual and it was explained as a 
song that was written at the age 
of fourteen -  in the bathhose -  
because that was the only way 
you could get the sound like on 
the record. It was entitled 
“Rootle Tootie” and was as old 
time rock and rcllish as the 
name implies. Caustic lyrics 
which included the tide plus 
“she’s my baby” . With Sebastian 
doing it, however, it received a
chaotic ovation. The Spoonful's 
old son “Day-dream” was next 
-  probably Sebastian's largest 
selling record.
Oldies " I’ll Paint Rainbows 
all Over Your Blues” , "Did You 
Ever Have to  Make Up Your 
Mind" followed. ” 1 Had a
Dream" -  « song w riiitn after 
th e  Woodstock Festival,
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next, followed by another 
Spoonful oldie "Nashville Cats’*.
A new song "Lashes LaRue" 
was explained as a true story 
tjjriM place e  frost of the b e  
station in New Orleans invobriwg 
a beautiful professional who 
caught Sebastian's eye. The 
reason he was in the bus station 
was so that he could help out a 
friend in jafl -  then the package 
be sent was opened and he 
found him self in ja i! Miss 
LaRue's services were much
r
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Back to the oldies,- but this 
time one written by Buddy 
Knox, ;iParty Doii" my favorite 
song in 19S7. More antiquity 
with "White Convertible" -  
what nostalgia. "Younger Gid” 
one o f Sebastian's oldest songs 
was an appropriate follow up.
Anyone who saw the movie 
Woodstock, would remember 
the next song which was a very 
p o o r  representa tion  of 
Sebastian's talent -  at least that 
day. The song is "Younger 
Generation” , and he describes 
graphically why he played the 
way he did that day. You see, 
there was this guy who was 
passing out LSD, or was it STP, 
or was it THC . . . ?
This was Sebastian's last song 
-  at least he thought it aught be 
that way. But the crowd would 
not let him go. With thunderous
back to do "Red 
Eye Express" and then ended 
the conceal as quietly as possible 
with still another beautiful hit, 
"Dartin' Be Home Soon".
One thing that stays in my 
mind about Sebastian is that he 
travels alone and has no 
accompaniment, except for his 
oqn guitar P yet he sounds 
better live than on record with a 
backup hand. His songs are 
simple, yst beautiful, and very 
well known John Sebastian'has 
been around a long time as far as 
poup ia r  perform ers are 
concerned, but he has not lost a 
bit of popularity -  and probably 
won't for some time.
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decadence rock music without 
even trying. What an incredible 
level for musicians to be at! And 
just when they were si rating to 
really brew the worst happened 
-  rite sound system hkw! No 
vocals! Right in the middle of 
Stranger to Himstlf and the 
band didn't know it. When they 
found out their mikes didn't 
work they were somewhat 
bummed out and indicated so 
with hand signals and semiphore. 
From then on their performance 
could have gone either way but
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things weren't quite the same. It 
sank. These are sensitive people 
who found it difficult to  return 
to their previous level. But the 
show must go on and as the 
night wore on we were probably 
expecting too much from four 
p e o p l e  b a t t l i n g  t h e  
etectromcities about them to 
relate their music and emotions 
to  10,000 stoned peopL. All 
during the rest of the evening 
Chris Wood's modulator/ 
resonator for his sax and flute 
was net working so he made a 
half-hearted attempt when called 
upon to play. He turned into s 
tammering red-faced pile of 
frustration. Win wood in the 
bright lights became a pale drag 
queen,; e sinister opposite of 
what he was before. Rick 
Gretsch was a 42 year old 
grandmother washing dishes 
with an electric bass while 
Capaldi sat on his wheelchair 
dais the bearded victim of an 
overcast Fellini-Satyricon. I was
Basketball Schedules
Dec. 1 Home Against 
Kalamazoo
Dec 3 At .Alma 
Dec. S Home against Calvin 
Dec. 11 at Saginaw Valley 
College
Dec. 14 At Wright State 
pec. 1S At Ashland 
Dec. 16 At St. Joseph 
Jan. 4 At Wayne State 
Jan. 11 Home Against 
North wood
Jan. 13 At Kiiisdaie 
Jan. 13 At Oak!=d 
Wrestling
Dec. 2 At Albion 
Dec. 5 At Olivet 
Jan. 13 Home against Olivet 
Jan. 16 At Hope
to  wonder whether 
large scale ultimate rock was 
killing itself by overproduction, 
p u r e  s h i t  h y p e rb o le ,  
mismanagement and by killing 
and frustrating the very stars 
who put it together again, not to 
mention by people chasing 
buUerflMs in Bethel, New York.
Traffic made a slight recovery 
(Winwood sang the second verse 
to  40,000 HEedmen incorrectly 
three tunes) with a combination 
of G M  and Freedom Rider to 
close the set early Glad and 
Rider sound reafiv strange when 
there are no sax fill-ins and in 
fact shitty when Mr. Winvrood 
blows lunch on the organ. Oh, 
they did f lu h y coni really wel. 
They did no encore cuz they 
knew they were playing badly. If 
Traffic ever obligates their 
contract with zscthcr - b r .  :fS  
amaze me. They, Ifte many 
other high caliber acts will 
pursue solo albums with 
Winwood making his to  fill 
contractual obligations.
It was strt! a good evening but 
there wasn't enough meat in it 
for the connoMenrs o f fine rock 
that ffled out before the 
local 
was very 
dernere, vis means of a 
arnroking and mocking Chicago 
baaed English accent, to  the 
preceding band. As far as rock 
and its culture go, whether it 
will really do another Humpty 
Dumpty trip or not will depend 
on the next 12-18 months. Put 
your nets brothers and 
It wrtl he very hiteresting.
«  compared 5o what my discs 
offer. I believe your boxes are 
too delicate for long rough 
journcis however it looks as 
though many are willing to pay 
o u t r a g e o u s  pr ices  for 
'convenient' music. There are 
many here among us of the 
Society o f Those Who Do Rock 
and Verily Do Roll 
(S.T.W.D.R.V.D.R. -  the title 
had been shortened to  avoid 
hassles) who feel that magic 
boxes are what is known at a 
"rip-off.” Hear me well people 
of Babylon!" cried oumm as he 
turned to  the crowd, "Forsake 
the magic boxes, they betray 
you, Buy not from Sir Trigetape; 
cott the boy who makes false 
promises. TeB the Kings of all 
the Music Courts that you 
demand 'Tapes' improvement or 
exile. You have heard well my 
reasons. Do yourselves a favor 
and wake up to  your minds, 
heed my words!”
.And so it came to pass dear 
friends as yon all know oh so 
weB as you look down upon this 
f ia t fire and rain battered body 
that dear departed Sir JKarr 
Trigetape met his VaihaUa on 
the fnM of battle. Loyal 
subjects of Babylon you have 
proved that the power ■ indeed 
in your hands. Dus? to dest and 
to ashes. May he rest in
The 3-man basketball teams 
are currently playing in league 
action for the remainder o f this 
terra. Next term the 5-re an 
teams will rule rile courts. It is 
expected that there wig be 
thirty teams participating in the 
p to p in . Any teams that want 
to  sign up for this program can 
pick up applications at the 
fkldhouse office.
All iu o i^ s t iw  regarding 
intramural programs can be 
found at the ftddhousc office. 
Any sport or programs that you 
would like to see take place, 
contact the office.
FOOTBALL TODAY
Since the end of the football 
season several athletes who 
participated on the team have 
come to us with charges that the 
coaching staff showed favoritism 
toward some players and 
discriminated aginat others.
The athletes that we talked to 
told us that someth ing like 
eighty percent of the Hacks who 
were on the team in September 
quit by the end of the 
They atoo told us that 
player*, Mack and white 
sat on the bench while eckers 
played b o a  o ife s*  **** defense.
From our talks with team 
members and with athletic 
director Irwin, It is apparent 
that there was no overt racial 
discrimination involved, but the 
facts suggest that there was 
something wrong with the 
handing of the team.
Our suspicion is that the 
coaching staff hat developed a 
mold into which they expect 
their slavers to  fit. Thar the
look
expect ine prayers to 
dress talk and act in a
f **M§ tb* who
doesn’t fit the amid isn't likely 
to  play very much.
If tins is true it runs directly 
counter to  die purpose of a 
liberal arts college which should 
be to develop educated and 
inqmFmg individuals. The
should 
objective by 
offering a creative physical 
outlet for those students who 
k  snouid not be
